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Abstract

The present study investigates the effects of the situated learning and effortful control on mathematics anxiety of school students. Participants were 99 seventh graders who studied in two schools. Students in one of these were given instruction through the situated learning model, and the students of other school were treated as a control group. Existing instruments, namely, Mathematics Anxiety Scale by Sharma and Sansanwal (2011) and Effortful Control Scale by Lonigan and Phillips (2001) were used to measure mathematics anxiety and effortful control. Data were analyzed by using 2 × 2 factorial design analysis of covariance. Results indicated that after the experiment students who were exposed to the situated learning model had significantly less mathematics anxiety than their counterparts who were in the control group with effect size .35. The implications of the study are discussed.
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Introduction

As the pervasive technologies of our times are, and will continue to be, substantially based on, and enablers of, mathematics (AAMT, 2009), the mathematics has become a critical filter for employment and full participation in our society (NCTM, 1989). Likewise, the Stockholm Declaration advocates, the 21st century require deeper-than-ever understanding of science, technology, engineering and mathematics, along with the humanities, for both employability and citizenry, whereas mathematics is an essential foundation of such a deep understanding (CCR, 2013). More recently, NCTM (2014) emphasizing the importance of mathematics has set forth Principles to Actions - the conditions, structures, and policies that must exist for all students to learn mathematics. However, teaching challenging mathematics to school students gets impeded by mathematics anxiety. The detrimental effects of mathematics anxiety on learning and understanding of mathematics has been well documented (Liebert & Morris, 1967; Richardson & Suinn, 1972; Morris, Davis, & Hutchings, 1981; Sarason, 1986; Eccles & Jacobs, 1986; Wigfield & Meece, 1988; Cooper & Robinson, 1989; Hembree, 1990; Engelhard, 1990; Green, 1990; Toccì & Engelhard, 1991; Ma, 1999; Sherman & Wither, 2003; Ashcraft, Krause, & Hopko, 2007; Krinzinger, Kaufmann, & Willmes, 2009; Rubinsten & Tannock, 2010; Núñez-Peña, Suárez-Pellionia, Bono, 2013; Kiray, Gok & Bozkir, 2015). The higher one’s level of mathematics anxiety, the lower one’s score is on mathematics achievement tests, the fewer mathematics courses one takes, and the lower one’s grades are in the mathematics courses that are taken (Ashcraft and Moore, 2009).

Besides, Chin (2009) found high levels of mathematics anxiety in approximately 4% of students. So, mathematics anxiety is an important construct to consider when examining sources of individual differences in young children’s mathematical performance (Vukovic, Kieffer, Bailey, Harari, 2013). Mathematics anxiety can be defined as a learned phenomenon on account of which an individual has negative cognitive and affective reactions (worry-fear/tension/physiological reactions) towards mathematics (Morris & Liebert, 1970; Schwarzer, Van Der Ploeg, & Spielberg, 1982; Wigfield & Meece, 1988; Ho, Senturk, Lam, Zimmer, Hong, Okamoto et al., 2000; Sheffield & Hunt, 2007).

The debilitating effects of mathematics anxiety on mathematics performance can be seen in the early childhood. For instance, Ramirez, Gunderson, Levine, & Beilock (2013) found a negative relation between mathematics anxiety and mathematics achievement for children who were higher but not lower in working memory for a sample of second-grade children; the higher levels of mathematics anxiety contributed to lower gains in children’s mathematical applications, but only for children with higher levels of visual–spatial working memory in case of second and third grade students (Vukovic, Kieffer, Bailey, & Harari, 2013). And, if necessary actions
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are not taken to alleviate mathematics anxiety of students at the elementary and secondary grades, the negative impacts of mathematics anxiety on mathematics performance continue in the adulthood (Capraro, Capraro & Henson, 2001; Miller & Bichsel 2004; Baloğlu & Koçak, 2006; and Ramirez, Gunderson, Levine, & Beilock, 2013).

This calls for the introduction of certain programs for alleviation of mathematics anxiety at school stage. This may in turn result in better mathematics performance. A number of studies have been done in which efforts have been made to alleviate mathematics anxiety of students. Hellum-Alexander (2010) reviewed and synthesized current research and found that mathematics anxiety can be treated with direct interventions such as relaxation therapy, or indirectly, with the teaching style and cooperative learning. Jansen, Louwerse, Straatemeier, Van der Ven, Klinkenberg, & Van der Maas (2013) investigated whether children would experience less mathematics anxiety and feel more competent when they, independent of ability level, experienced high success rates in mathematics. Mathematics anxiety scores improved equally in all conditions. Though, certain classroom interventions in the past like concentrated effort to improve students’ achievement, heuristic versus algorithmic instruction, special class work in microcomputers, provision of special equipments (for example, calculators), and special techniques for presenting material (tutorial, small-group, and self-paced) as well as whole-class psychological treatment were not effective in reducing mathematics anxiety in terms of effect size (Hembree, 1990).

The author assumes that in order to engage every child in mathematics classroom, it is needed to develop more interventions for alleviation of mathematics anxiety. Watson & Winbourne (2008), as, mentioned that school mathematics continues to be a social gatekeeper, making it imperative to continue to analyse how and why some succeed and others do not, and also to critique the role itself. In this context, one approach that can be tried for alleviating mathematics anxiety and consequently improving mathematics performance is situated learning - the instructional application of situated cognition theory (Huang, Lubin, Ge, 2011). Likewise, Lave and Wenger (1991) posited that learning should not be viewed as simply the transmission of abstract and decontextualized knowledge from one individual to another, but a social process whereby knowledge is co-constructed and in situated learning, knowledge is seen not as individual cognitive structures but as a creation of the community over time (Woolfolk, 2004).

Consequently, different successful classroom interventions are premised upon situated learning perspective. These are problem-based learning (Barrows & Tamblyn, 1980), cognitive apprenticeship (Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989; & Collins, 2006), anchored instruction (Cognition and Technology Group at Vanderbilt, 1992, 1993), literature books for authentic contexts (Kumar & VoIdrich, 1994), situated learning in cyberspace (Youn, 2005), task-oriented collaborative learning (Develotte, Mangenot & Zourou, 2005), abstract algebra classroom (Ticknor, 2012), learning environments approaching professional situation (Lubin, 2005; Huang, Lubin, Ge, 2011; Lubin, Ge, 2011), three-level model of learning (Korthagen, 2010), professional dialogic interactions and modeling of pedagogic strategies (Saigal, 2012), situated learning program (Hossainy, Zare, Hormozi, Shagaghi, & Kaveh, 2012), situated learning with online portfolios, classroom websites and Facebook (Shaltry, Henriksen, Wu & Dickson, 2013) and communities of practice (Barab & Duffy, 2000, 2012; Wenger, 1998).

However, in contrast to these studies where implications for situated learning were drawn for different aspects of education, the purpose of the present study was to examine the effects of the situated learning on mathematics anxiety of students in the upper elementary school grades. Moreover, the study also focused on investigating the relationship between moderate variable i.e., effortful control - a capacity for self-regulation that emerges in children’s development, including the ability to inhibit behavior effortfully (inhibitory control), to activate behavior when needed (activation control), and to voluntarily focus or shift attention (attentional control) (Verstraeten, Vasey, Claes & Bijttebier, 2010) and mathematics anxiety. For mathematics knowledge and letter knowledge, self-regulation measured both in preschool and in kindergarten accounted for significant variation (Blair & Razza, 2007). Recent and growing empirical evidence points to a linkage between effortful control and academic achievement in young school-aged children, including those from low-income and ethnic minority backgrounds (Liew, 2011).

The specific research questions, thus, addressed were:

1. Does the situated learning model effective in alleviating mathematics anxiety?
2. How does effortful control relate to mathematics anxiety for grade VII students?
3. Is there an interaction between treatment and effortful control in regard to mathematics anxiety?
Method

Participants

The participants were 99 seventh-grade students (60 boys and 39 girls) from two senior English medium high schools. The schools were purposively selected to achieve comparability across different types of schools. However, when measured on effortful control, some differences were observed in effortful control of students from two different schools. The classroom size in each school was comparable (49 and 50 each). The students’ mean age was 12.5 years old, and in each school students belonged to different socioeconomic strata.

Instrumentation

Mathematics Anxiety Scale. The mathematics anxiety scale developed by Sharma and Sansanwal (2011) was used as a measure of mathematics anxiety. The mathematics anxiety scale comprises 44 items pertaining to cognitive and affective dimensions. There was no time limit but generally students took 25 minutes. There were 22 positive items and 22 negative items. The positive items were scored as 1, 2 and 3 for yes, undecided and no, while the reverse items were scored as 3, 2 and 1 for yes, undecided and no. The test-retest reliability and split-half reliability coefficients were reported as .80 and .82 respectively. They also reported a criterion validity (The mathematics achievement test developed by L.N. Dubey was used as a measure of mathematics achievement) as –.74.

Effortful Control Scale (ECS). For assessing effortful control of students, ECS (Lonigan & Phillips, 2001) was used. The ECS is a 24-items self-report questionnaire with a 5-point rating scale, tapping persistent/Low Distractibility and Impulsivity (12 items each). The sum of score is the total effortful control score. Verstraeten, Vasey, Claes and Bijttebier (2010) supported the construct validity of ECS and found it more appropriate for use in broader age ranges.

Procedure

The study was designed on the lines of the non-equivalent control group design (Campbell and Stanley, 1963). The design controls for most of the factors jeopardizing internal validity like history, maturation, testing, instrumentation, selection and mortality. The possible effect of regression was controlled as sample was not selected on the basis extreme score and matching was not done for establishing the pre-experimental equivalence of groups.

Two English medium schools were selected for the study. One school was designated as experimental group and the other as control group. The experimental group was randomly assigned to the treatment. At the conclusion of the study there were 49 students in the experimental situated learning group (37 male and 12 female), and 50 students in control group (23 male and 27 female).

Pretesting: Before the start of the experiment, mathematics anxiety scale developed by Sharma and Sansanwal (2011) was administered on both experimental group and control group students. The pretest scores on mathematics anxiety scale constituted pre-mathematics anxiety of grade VII students.

Treatment: After pretesting, the situated intervention was implemented on the students of experimental group only. The situated intervention was executed by a volunteer. Situated learning theory tends to exist in diverse forms such as cognitive apprenticeship, community of practice, or legitimate peripheral participation (Hendricks, 2001). In the present study, the intervention was premised on the situated learning model given by McLellan (1991, 1996). The key components of the situated learning model are stories, reflection, cognitive apprenticeship, collaboration, coaching, multiple practices, articulation of learning skills and technology. These components are thoroughly discussed by the researchers in the past (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989; McLellan, 1996; Lunce, 2006; Collins, 2006; and Herrington & Oliver, n.d).

The lessons were developed on these eight key components of situated learning model - four each on reflection, and technology; three each on cognitive apprenticeship, articulation of learning skills and collaboration; and two each on stories and multiple practice. However, for supporting technology component, video tutorials from you
tube were downloaded; in relation to articulation of learning skills component, as McElaran (1996) suggested, problem solving was taken into consideration [Problem Solving Model by Polya (1957), to be specific] was used; collaboration aspect was dealt with Jigsaw II (Slavin, 1994); vis-à-vis cognitive apprenticeship, lessons were developed based on the synthesis of Van Hiele’s theory and cognitive apprenticeship recommended by Dimakos & Nikoloudakis (2008); and with respect to multiple practice, linear programmed instruction material was prepared. Furthermore, in order to assist students’ reflection, specific prompts were provided. The lessons were developed in English language, as per the syllabus prescribed by central board of school education, New Delhi, India for grade VII students.

On the other hand, the control group students were taught by traditional method of teaching by their respective teachers. However, the control group students were taught the same topics that were taught to the students of experimental group. In traditional method of teaching, a concept was presented and related formula was given to students. After this, teachers solved related problems on the black board. At the end, teachers gave home assignments to the students.

However, in traditional method of teaching, the aspects of situated learning model were not there. And, there was no chance of diffusion as participants of experimental and control groups belonged to two different schools. The efforts were made to make the teaching environment similar in both the experimental and control group expect the fact that the experimental group was taught with situated intervention based on situated learning model given by McElaran (1991, 1996), while control group students were taught with traditional method. Moreover, during the period of treatment, effortful control of both experimental and control group students were assessed with the help of effortful control scale by Lonigan & Phillips (2011).

**Posttesting:** The treatment lasted for 25 days at the rate of 35 minutes per day in both groups in both schools. At the end of the treatment, the mathematics anxiety scale developed by Sharma and Sansanwal (2011), which was administered on the first day on the students of both experimental group and control group as pretest, was administered again. The posttest scores on mathematics anxiety scale constituted mathematics anxiety of grade VII students.

### Statistical Analyses

There were two levels of treatment, namely, teaching with situated learning model and traditional method. The students were categorized into two levels of effortful control, namely, high and low. The categorization was made on the median of effortful control scores. Thus, there were two levels of treatment and two levels of effortful control. Thus, 2 × 2 analysis of co-variance (ANCOVA) was conducted to test for main effects of treatment (teaching with situated learning model vs. traditional method) and group (high effort control vs. low effortful control participants) as well as interaction on mathematics anxiety scores of grade VII students. The covariate being taken was pre-mathematics anxiety scores. The analyses were made with SPSS 21.0, and the alpha level was set to 0.05.

### Results

Descriptive data on the mathematics anxiety scores for the various groups are shown in Table 1. Table 2 shows the results of the ANCOVA testing the effects of the treatment, and effortful control, on estimated mathematics anxiety, controlling for pre-mathematics anxiety.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Effortful Control</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Situated Learning Model</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>69.27(69.19)</td>
<td>11.49</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>68.69(68.06)</td>
<td>10.08</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>68.98(68.62)</td>
<td>10.93</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional Method</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>77.62(78.20)</td>
<td>13.25</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>78.80(78.97)</td>
<td>15.35</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>78.21(78.58)</td>
<td>14.62</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Main effects and (tested) interactive effects of treatment, and effortful control, on estimated mathematics anxiety

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sum of variance</th>
<th>Sum of squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean sum of squares</th>
<th>F-value</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>1778.364</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1778.364</td>
<td>49.853</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effortful control</td>
<td>1.868</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.868</td>
<td>.052</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment x Effortful Control</td>
<td>16.178</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16.178</td>
<td>.454</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>3353.166</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>35.672</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Main Effects of Treatment

From Table 2, it can be seen that F (1, 94) = 49.853, p<0.01 is significant. Eta for treatment was .35, which, according to Cohen (1988) is medium to large effect. It indicates that after the treatment period, mathematics anxiety of students taught with situated learning model decreased as compared to the students of traditional method group (see Table 1).

Main Effects of Effortful Control

From Table 2, it can be seen that F (1, 94) = .052, p>0.05 is not significant. It indicates that mathematics anxiety was not correlated with effortful control of grade VII students.

Interaction Effect

From Table 2, it can be seen that F (1, 94) = .454, p>.05 is not significant. It indicates that mathematics anxiety is found to be independent of the interaction between treatment and effortful control when pre-mathematics anxiety is taken as a covariate.
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Discussion

At the start of this study, it was observed that mathematics is of paramount importance for global development whereas mathematics anxiety impedes the learning of mathematics and puts restraints on students’ future mathematics participation. So, alleviation of mathematics anxiety is of key significance for classroom research. The present study showed that context based learning had medium to large positive effect on alleviation of mathematics anxiety. It points out that along with other strategies as summarized by Hellum-Alexander (2010) and Blazer (2011), situated learning model of McLellan (1991, 1996) can be also be used effectively for the alleviation of mathematics anxiety in elementary school students. Thus, the first research question was answered in affirmative that situated learning model is effective in alleviating mathematics anxiety. The study by Alsup (2004) had also established the effectiveness of constructivist instruction in reducing the mathematics anxiety. However, the participants in that study were pre-service elementary teachers.

Apropos research questions 2 and 3, data from the present study suggested that mathematics anxiety dose not relates with effortful control and no interaction was found between treatment and effortful control in regard to mathematics anxiety. Thus, effortful control was not critical variable in the context of mathematics anxiety. And thus, effortful control of students may not be considered while teaching with situated learning model.

The treatment with situated learning model was performed by a volunteer instead of the class teacher, thus raising question of experimenter effect – a concern for internal validity. While situated learning model was found to be effective in the alleviation of mathematics anxiety, to substantiate this finding no qualitative data...
was sought in the study. Another limitation of the study was the relatively short treatment period. This solicits replication of the study in the qualitative framework with longer treatment period.

Implications

Formal school environments rarely attempt to provide opportunities outside the fixed curriculum. Much emphasis is given to the completion of syllabi with traditional methods that are not context based and are divorced from real life settings. Thus, ignores the social context of learning. Brown, Collins & Duguid (1989) argued that the activity, in which knowledge is developed and deployed, is not separable from or ancillary to learning and cognition. They suggested that by ignoring the situated nature of cognition, education defeats its own goal of providing useful, robust knowledge. The present study extends the literature by emphasizing that the situated learning not only provides durable knowledge but can also be useful in alleviating mathematics anxiety of school students. Mathematics embedded in social activity can be a source of pleasure for the students and seeks a welcome from teacher fraternity. The situated cognition may help in changing the predisposition of larger community that mathematics is difficult and horrible. McLellan (1996) suggested that the situated learning model provides a valuable tool for enhancing the design and implementation of learning experiences, however, a great deal of work is needed to fine-tune theory and assess how to transform theory into practice. Indeed, it can be concluded that the situated perspective has much to offer in school mathematics program and requires implementation as well as further exploration. Although the study was done on a sample of elementary school students, the work can be broadened to include students from different age groups. The activities undertaken in situated learning model can be designed for higher classes, also.
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